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i3 Intelligent Controller
Robot pick and place Solution

Application: Robot interface

Equipment: IMO i3D with Modbus I/O

I/O count: 70

Special note: Programming of robot via iCube 

eliminates need for robot programming module

Requirement: To replace a confusing and unreliable

control system.

The end user required a system to replace a complicated robot interface and 
machine operating system, which was difficult to use.

After a site survey, the IMO integrator selected the I3D as an ideal solution for the
application, owing to its 10.4” touchscreen display and multiple communications
options.

In this application it was decided to use the iCube together with XEL-BSSA, thus
enabling the IO to be located in the machine control panel.

The control system consists of the following (all mounted on the machine):

• 2 off dosing pumps
• 1 off robot
• Operator station
• Various machine travel limit switches, guard limit switches and control 

selectors

Mounted on a swing arm 
located by the operator 
station, the iCube is used to
control all machine functions,
including downloading of
recipe parameters to the
robot, initiating product cycle
and resetting Estop circuits.

Using the inbuilt functionality of the iCube, access levels are password protected,
thereby ensuring security of all settings, but still enabling efficient operator usage. 

The iCube range is available with different IO configurations, screen sizes and
communication options. Pricing includes software and 3 year warranty. 

"Before the IMO control system was 
fitted, reliability of the machine was a
problem and had a major impact on our
productivity. Now the machine is easy to
set up and operate, resulting in improved
productivity.”.
Testimonial from end user 

“ I am very impressed with the IMO 
system. The programming software is
easy to use, but packed with functionality.
Also, the support from IMO was 
outstanding.”   
Testimonial from Systems Integrator.
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